Name_______________________________________________________________

Character Analysis
THE SCARLET LETTER

S.T.E.A.L.
Speech
Thoughts
Effects on
Others

Actions
Looks

▪ What significant things does he speak out loud?
▪ What tone, attitude, emotion, and connotation accompany his speech?
▪ What are his private thoughts and feelings? What motivates/drives him?
▪ Does he experience inner struggles or psychological conflict?
▪ What is his effect on other people?
▪ How do they react to him? What is their opinion of him?
▪ What significant things does the character do? How does he behave?
▪ Does the character experience change or transformation?
▪ What does the character look like?
▪ How does he dress?

Directions
Find examples of S.T.E.A.L. in for Hester, Dimmesdale, and Chillingworth in The Scarlet Letter.
Write them out on the following pages and include page numbers when they are asked for. You
do not have to use complete sentences, but your answers should be thorough.

HESTER PRYNNE
Page #s

Speech

Quote a significant quote said by this character

Effects on others

Thoughts

What inner struggles, conflict, motivations, or feelings does she have?

How do others view hester? What is their opinion of her?

Page #s

actions

What are hester’s significant actions? Does she ever experience a transformation?

looks

How is her physical appearance described?

Page #s

Roger chillingworth
Page #s

Speech

Quote a significant quote said by this character

Effects on others

Thoughts

What inner struggles, conflict, motivations, or feelings does he have?

How do others view chillingworth? What is their opinion of him?

Page #s

actions

What are chillingworth’s significant actions? Does he ever experience a transformation?

looks

How is his physical appearance described?

Page #s

Arthur dimmesdale
Page #s

Speech

Quote a significant quote said by this character

Effects on others

Thoughts

What inner struggles, conflict, motivations, or feelings does he have?

How do others view dimmesdale? What is their opinion of him?

Page #s

actions

What are chillingworth’s significant actions? Does ever experience a transformation?

looks

How is his physical appearance described?

Page #s

